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Abstract— Resource-oriented architecture is based on Resources, URI, representations and link between 

them. URI provided by REST are consumed by some applications, but it does not have pretty looks for end 

users to read directly. There is a way to access some URI and get the webpage directly as response without 

some presentation layer in between. This paper focuses on representation of URIs. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Currently, Resource-oriented Architecture is being discussed and used in many applications. Applications 
communicate with each other using RESTful interfaces using JSON or XML as data format. If user needs to 

access resource directly and not through any application, some presentations is required. Here, some basic 

concepts of Resource-oriented Architecture, REST and JSTL are discussed in brief. Next, use of JSTL for 

representation of URIs is shown. The environment used for this implementation is Jersey and Eclipse J2EE IDE. 

A. Resource-oriented Architecture 

Resource-oriented Architecture is an architectural style which supports internetworking of resources. A 

resource can be accessed through URI assigned to it. Unlike Service Oriented Architecture, Resource Oriented 

Architecture is more concerned about resources than services. We can compare SOA vs. ROA as Operations vs. 
Data, or Verb vs. Noun.  

Resource-oriented architecture is based in four concepts, resources, names for the resources (URI), their 

representations and link between the resources. And it is also based on four properties, Addressability, 

Statelessness, Connectedness and uniform interface. 

Resource Oriented Architecture uses RESTful interfaces for design and development of softwares. Different 

software frameworks or tools like Jersey, RESTlet, Django, REST Easy are used which provide features of 

ROA. 

B. REST 

Representational State Transfer is a Stateless, Cacheable, Client-Server architectural style. RESTful 
applications communicate over HTTP. A path is assigned to each REST resource and it is in the form of 

http://example.com/webapp/info. REST uses GET, PUT, POST, DELETE methods for data transmission. 

Different content or media types are used. It supports custom media types as per the requirements. Popular 

among existing ones are JSON, XML for data transmission. Form parameters are used to capture data from form 

submission and path parameters are used to capture data from URI query. 

http://www.ijcsmc.com/
mailto:rajendra.satpute@gmail.com
mailto:pmchawan@vjti.org.in
http://localhost:8080/webapp/info
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While UI development, we can use JavaScripts with REST for real time data transfer. But, there is also 

another way to provide UI for URI using Viewable and JSTL. 

C. JSTL 

JSTL stands for JavaServer Pages Standard Tag Library. It is a collection of extended useful JSP tags used 

for common tasks including data processing, database access, conditions, loops. JSTL helps to reduce use of 

Java Code inside JSP pages. The use of different tag sets helps to make code maintainable. 

 

II. REPRESENTATION OF URI 

To begin with, the setup involves Eclipse J2EE IDE, Maven with jersey-quickstart-webapp archetype. The 

major dependency in pom.xml file includes jersey-mvc-jsp. This library contains Viewable class that is used to 
return a viewable JSP as a response for URI. 

In web.xml, init-param is added with param-name jersey.config.server.provider.classnames and param-value 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.mvc.jsp.JspMvcFeature to tell that this application is using JSP MVC Feature of 

Jersey. Also we need to give the base path for JSPs by adding param-name 

jersey.config.server.mvc.templateBasePath.jsp with param-value /WEB-INF/jsp. Here /WEB-INF/jsp is used 

because WEB-INF is not a public directory and hence a user can not access JSPs directly. These JSPs will be 

accessed only by Java Classes. One can change the path as per need, but JSPs inside WEB-INF folder is 

recommended. 
Once this setup is done, we can directly return a Viewable response for a resource as shown in Fig. 1 - 

 

Fig. 1 Simple Viewable response without parameters 

 
We can give a JSP file’s name as parameter to Viewable. We need not include .jsp extension to the file as 

shown. This will display provided JSP in browser. Note that org.glassfish.jersey.server.mvc.Viewable import is 

essential. We can also pass parameter to this JSP as shown in Fig. 2 - 

 

Fig. 2 Viewable response with parameters 

 

This map passed as parameter can be accessed in JSP using JSTL and JSP-Expression Language as Shown 

in Fig. 3. Passed parameter map can be accessed as ${it} in JSP-EL. This way we can use URIs to represent 

data using JSP-EL and JSTL. 
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Fig. 3 Using parameters passed through Viewable in JSTL 

 

III. ADVANTAGES 

Using JSTL with REST, we can take advantage of path parameters in URIs of REST. Instead of static links, 

users can pass their parameters through path to access particular content. 

We can give different responses for the same path with different methods. 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

JSTL with REST represents URI in form of HTML pages. This is advantageous when we need to access 

particular non-static path. This can be used either as a presentation layer for the application or just as a admin 

display interface for a particular layer. Through this admin display interface, we can configure changes for the 

particular layer without need of direct access to layer or need of any other layer to access the layer. 
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